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Motion During Acquisition is Associated
With fMRI Brain Entropy
Clarisse F. de Vries , Roger T. Staff , Gordon D. Waiter , Moses O. Sokunbi , Anca L. Sandu ,
and Alison D. Murray
Abstract—Measures of fMRI brain entropy have been
used to investigate age and disease related neural changes.
However, it is unclear if movement in the scanner is as-
sociated with brain entropy after geometric correction for
movement. As age and disease can affect motor control,
quantifying and correcting for the influence of movement
will avoid false findings. This paper examines the influence
of head motion on fMRI brain entropy. Resting-state and
task-based fMRI data from 281 individuals born in Aberdeen
between 1950 and 1956 were analyzed. The images were
realigned, followed by nuisance regression of the head
motion parameters. The images were either high-pass
filtered (0.008 Hz) or band-pass (0.008–0.1 Hz) filtered in
order to compare the two methods; fuzzy approximate
entropy and fuzzy sample entropy were calculated for every
voxel. Motion was quantified as the mean displacement and
mean rotation in three dimensions. Greater mean motion
was correlated with decreased entropy for all four methods
of calculating entropy. Different movement characteristics
produce different patterns of associations, which appear
to be artefact. However, across all motion metrics, entropy
calculation methods, and scan conditions, a number of
regions consistently show a significant negative asso-
ciation: the right cerebellar crus, left precentral gyrus
(primary motor cortex), the left postcentral gyrus (primary
somatosensory cortex), and the opercular part of the left
inferior frontal gyrus. The robustness of our findings at
these locations suggests that decreased entropy in specific
brain regions may be a marker for decreased motor control.
Index Terms—Fuzzy approximate entropy, fuzzy sample
entropy, motion, resting-state fMRI, task-based fMRI.
I. INTRODUCTION
IN THE 1980s the field of nonlinear dynamics began to beapplied to the analysis of physiological systems [1], [2].
These studies found a decrease in variability, and a decrease in
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fractal-like patterns, with increasing age and with the presence
of disease [3]–[7]. In the early 1990’s, Lipsitz and Goldberger,
drawing from this early work, hypothesized that complexity is
characteristic of healthy physiological systems, whereas age-
ing and pathologically compromised systems lose complexity
[8], [9]. They observed that age and disease were negatively
correlated with various nonlinear measures of complexity.
Further work supported the hypothesis that a decrease in com-
plexity correlates with increasing age and the incidence of dis-
ease [10]–[13]. Complexity/variability measures have also been
applied to the analysis of fMRI images. It has been found that
fMRI brain variability measures increase with cognitive abil-
ity [14], [15] and decrease with age [15]–[17]. Furthermore,
brain variability in Alzheimer’s disease patients was found to
be reduced relative to controls and those with mild cognitive
impairment [18].
If such measures are to be truly useful in either a clinical or
research setting, estimating and accounting for potential con-
founders is important. Movement during acquisition is particu-
larly important in the investigation of ageing, as motor control
deficits, such as gait and balance disorders, increase with age
[19] and become more prevalent with the occurrence of demen-
tia [20]. Furthermore, previous work has shown that head motion
influences measures of functional connectivity [21], structural
connectivity [22] and brain anatomy [23]. As a result, motion
artefacts could give rise to false positive results or confound
measured associations.
Here, we examine the influence of head motion on entropy
using two different entropy algorithms (fuzzy approximate en-
tropy or fApEn, and fuzzy sample entropy or fSampEn) and two
types of frequency filtering (band-pass/high-pass), in order to
assess the sensitivity of each approach to motion. fApEn and
fSampEn are modified versions of the approximate entropy al-
gorithm (ApEn), which Pincus developed in 1991 specifically to
deal with noisy and short signals [24]. ApEn and its alterations
are often used in the analysis of biological systems, where lim-
ited acquisition time (restricting the number of data points) and
measurement noise are points of concern. Band-pass and high-
pass filters are often used in fMRI (entropy) analyses to reduce
noise [17], [25].
The aim of this study is to determine the association be-
tween participants’ brain entropy measured using resting-state
and task-based fMRI data and their head motion during acquisi-
tion, after standard motion correction techniques are performed.
We hypothesize that increased motion during acquisition is
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TABLE I
DEMOGRAPHICS AND ENTROPY MEASURES OF SAMPLE
Numbers in brackets indicate standard error of mean. fApEn, fuzzy approximate entropy; fSampEn, fuzzy sample entropy; hpf,
high-pass filter; bpf, band-pass filter.
associated with decreased estimates of entropy. If different
components of motion (translation and rotation in 3 directions)
produce different associations, these associations can be inter-
preted as artefact. However, if a consistent relationship between
entropy and motion is found, brain entropy may be associated
with motor function and motor control. A relationship consistent
across scan conditions suggests that the associations observed
are not caused by the particular head movements shown during
one type of scan. Furthermore, because participants are asked to
stay as still as possible in the scanner in order to minimize the
effect of movement on image quality, their involuntary motion
could be associated with motor control. Therefore, a consistent
relationship across motion components would suggest an asso-
ciation between entropy and motor function. In the first instance
we use a parametric mapping to test for associations. In addi-
tion, we use the average entropy in 95 grey matter regions to
examine the overlapping nature of these findings.
II. METHODS
A. Sample
The analyses were performed on a subset of the Ab-
erdeen Children of the 1950s (ACONF) dataset (see Ta-
ble I) [26]. Participants were born between 1950 and 1956 in
Aberdeen. The Stratifying Resilience and Depression Longitu-
dinally (STRADL) study, a collaboration between researchers
in Edinburgh and Aberdeen, was funded by the Wellcome Trust
in 2014 to study depression [27]. STRADL received ethical
approval from the NHS Tayside committee on research ethics
(14/SS/0039). As part of STRADL, a subset of individuals in
the ACONF dataset were recruited for brain imaging. Partic-
ipants were imaged using a 3 T MR system (Philips Achieva
TX-series). MRI included a T1-weighted volumetric scan (rep-
etition time (TR)/echo time (TE) = 8.3/3.8 ms; matrix = 240 ×
240; n slices = 160; thickness = 1 mm) and functional imag-
ing (TR = 1560 ms, TE = 26 ms, 32 transverse slices, matrix
= 64 × 64, pixel size = 3.39 × 3.39 mm2, slice thickness
= 4.5 mm). fMRI consisted of a resting-state scan (195 vol-
umes) and two task-based scans, “Fearful” (154 volumes) and
“Reward” (573 volumes). For Fearful, participants were shown
fearful and neutral faces using a blocked design. For Reward,
participants completed an instrumental reward task. The images
of the first participants scanned (N = 281) were used. The age
of the participants at time of MRI ranged from 59 to 65.
B. Algorithms
Pincus proposed a family of statistics called approximate en-
tropy (ApEn) to quantify and analyse the complexity of phys-
iological data [24]. ApEn examines the complexity of a signal
by determining its irregularity. The ApEn algorithm divides the
signal into blocks (or vectors) of length m. It then determines
the similarity of each vector Xmi with itself and every other
vector; vectors are either classified as similar or non-similar.
This classification depends on a pre-specified tolerance value r,
defined as a constant multiplied by the standard deviation of the
signal. The discontinuous Heaviside step function Θ assigns a
value of 1 when the distance between the vectors is smaller than
the tolerance r (i.e., similar), and a value of 0 when the distance
is greater than r (i.e., non-similar). For each vector, the loga-
rithm of the average value of these classifications is computed.
Then, these logarithms for each vector are averaged, yielding
φm (r). This process is repeated for m + 1, resulting in φm+1(r).
ApEn is then calculated as the difference between φm (r) and
φm+1(r).
Formally, for a signal of length N ApEn is defined as:
ApEn (m, r,N) = φm (r)− φm+1 (r) (1)
where
φm (r) = [N −m + 1]−1
N−m+1∑
i=1
lnCmi (r) (2)
and
Cmi (r) = [N −m + 1]−1
N−m+1∑
j=1
Θ
(
dmij − r
) (3)
dmij is the distance between two m-dimensional vectors Xmi and
Xmj :
dmij = d[X
m
i ,X
m
j ] = max
k∈(0,m−1)
|u(i + k)− u(j + k)| (4)
Vector sequences are formed as follows:
Xmi = {u (i) , u (i + 1) , . . . , u (i + m− 1)} (5)
with i and j ranging from 1 to N − m + 1.
Θ is the discontinuous Heaviside step function, defined as:
Θ(z) =
{
1 if z ≤ 0
0 if z > 0
(6)
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An alteration to ApEn is sample entropy (SampEn) [28]. For
ApEn every vector is always matched with itself, which avoids
taking the logarithm of zero in the case that no matches occur
(Cmi = 0 would result in ln(0), which is not defined mathemat-
ically). However, for short datasets this self-matching dispro-
portionally affects the ApEn value by artificially increasing the
similarity, thus decreasing the entropy value. Thus, ApEn is de-
pendent on the length of the time series. Unlike ApEn, SampEn
does not count so-called self-matches. The logarithm is taken at
the last step, avoiding ln(0) if Cmi = 0. Furthermore, only the
first N − m vectors of length m are considered for both m and m
+ 1, ensuring that, for i between 1 and N − m, Xmi and Xm+1i
are defined.
For a signal of length N SampEn is defined as follows:
SampEn (m, r,N) = − ln
[
Um+1 (r)
Um (r)
]
(7)
where
Um (r) = [N −m]−1
N−m∑
i=1
Cmi (r) (8)
and
Cmi (r) = [N −m− 1]−1
N−m∑
j=1
Θ
(
dmij − r
) (9)
dmij is the distance between two m-dimensional vectors Xmi
and Xmj :
dmij = d[X
m
i ,X
m
j ] = max
k∈(0,m−1)
|u(i + k)− u(j + k)| (10)
Vector sequences are formed as follows:
Xmi = {u (i) , u (i + 1), . . . , u (i + m− 1)} (11)
Xm+1i = {u (i) , u (i + 1), . . . , u (i + m)} (12)
with i ranging from 1 to N − m, and j ranging from 1 to N − m
with j  i.
Zadeh’s concept of fuzzy sets [29] was proposed as an
improvement on the ApEn and SampEn algorithms [30]–[32].
Zadeh argued that the real physical world often lacks unam-
biguous and clear boundaries between classes, and that in
certain cases it could be more appropriate to consider degrees of
membership, versus simply inclusion or exclusion. For ‘fuzzy
approximate entropy’ (fApEn) and ‘fuzzy sample entropy’
(fSampEn), instead of classifying the vectors as either similar
or non-similar, the Heaviside step function is replaced by a con-
tinuous function which decides their degree of similarity. Fuzzy
entropy showed increased monotonicity, relative consistency,
and robustness to noise. Furthermore, fuzzy entropy offers an
improved assessment of signal complexity and a decreased
dependence on data length. Here, we use the fuzzy membership
function suggested by Sokunbi et al. [17]:
μ (x) =
{
0.5
(
2− x2) if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
0.5(2− x)2 if 1 < x ≤ 2 (13)
with x defined as distance/r.
Fig. 1. Image processing pipeline.
C. Image Pre-Processing and Generation of
Entropy Maps
Fig. 1 gives an overview of the resting-state and task-based
fMRI processing pipeline. The reward scan was truncated from
573 to the first 195 volumes acquired to improve its comparabil-
ity with the resting-state and fearful scans. The first five volumes
of the fMRI scans were discarded to allow for the magnetization
to reach its steady state. Using SPM12, the fMRI brain scans
were realigned by a rigid-body spatial transformation, followed
by nuisance regression of the six SPM12 estimated head mo-
tion parameters (rotation and displacement in three dimensions).
Global signal regression was not performed. Global signal re-
gression is controversial [33], and its influence on brain entropy
analyses is unclear.
The images were either high-pass filtered (0.008 Hz) or band-
pass filtered (0.008 Hz–0.1 Hz) in order to compare the two
methods. Because low-pass filtering increases the autocorrela-
tion of a given time-series, it is expected that band-pass filtering
(high-pass + low-pass filtering) would result in lower values of
entropy (a measure of variability) than high-pass filtering alone.
The time series at every voxel was then rescaled to a standard
deviation of 1. This allowed the use of one r-value (constant ×
standard deviation of signal) for all voxels of the brain. fApEn
and fSampEn were calculated for every voxel, generating 12 3D
brain entropy maps per participant (4 methods applied to 3 types
of scans). Parameter values were chosen as m = 2, and r = 0.25.
These values have been previously used in an fApEn analysis of
resting-state fMRI signal complexity [17]. For each participant,
and from each of the four entropy maps, whole brain entropy
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Fig. 2. Head position relative to x, y and z axes and ϕ, θ and ψ rotations.
was calculated by taking the mean of the entropy in all brain
voxels.
In order to align the entropy maps with each other to examine
regional differences between groups, the following process
was followed. The structural T1-weighted MRI scans were
segmented, which generated grey matter, white matter and cere-
brospinal fluid probability maps. The fMRI scans were coreg-
istered with the skull-stripped and bias-corrected T1-weighted
scans. Skull-stripping and bias-correcting (which corrects for
intensity inhomogeneities) the T1-weighted scans allows for a
better coregistration between functional and anatomical scans.
Employing the segmented T1-weighted scans, DARTEL was
used to create a custom brain template in MNI space. The
entropy maps were then smoothed with an 8 mm kernel and
normalised to the template. In addition, using the smoothed
and aligned entropy maps, the average entropy for 95 grey
matter brain regions, derived from the Automated Anatomical
Labeling (AAL) atlas [34], was calculated for each participant.
D. Motion Metrics
Measures of motion were quantified using the six head motion
parameters that are estimated by the rigid body spatial transfor-
mation utilized in the process of fMRI realignment. The x, y
and z directions and ϕ, θ and ψ rotations relative to the person’s
head are illustrated in Fig. 2. For each direction x (left/right), y
(forward/backward) and z (up/down), the mean of the absolute
value of the between-frame x, y and z translation was calculated,
resulting in the measures mean x-displacement, y-displacement,
and z-displacement. ϕ (pitch), θ (roll) and ψ (yaw) are the rota-
tions around the x, y and z-axes, respectively. The mean of the
absolute value of the between-frame ϕ, θ and ψ rotation was
used to quantify participants’ global head rotation. This resulted
in the measures mean ϕ-rotation, θ-rotation and ψ-rotation. To
correct for positive skew, the above described motion metrics
were log-transformed.
Factor analysis was used to extract one main component from
the six log-transformed measures of head motion (mean x, y and
z displacement, and mean ϕ, θ and ψ rotation), in order to ex-
amine the relationship between the shared variance of these
measures and brain entropy. For resting-state, the main compo-
nent describes 64.2% of the total variance (component loadings:
mean x-displacement .721, mean y-displacement .758, mean
z-displacement .824, mean ϕ-rotation .812, mean θ-rotation
.856, mean ψ-rotation .827). For fearful, the main component
describes 60.7% of the total variance (component loadings:
mean x-displacement .732, mean y-displacement .691, mean
z-displacement .792, mean ϕ-rotation .846, mean θ-rotation
.868, mean ψ-rotation .728). For reward, the main compo-
nent describes 63.2% of the total variance (component loadings:
mean x-displacement .727, mean y-displacement .709, mean z-
displacement .827, mean ϕ-rotation .826, mean θ-rotation .864,
mean ψ-rotation .805).
E. Statistical Analysis
First, the relationship between resting-state brain entropy and
the seven motion metrics was assessed, for each of the four meth-
ods of calculating entropy (type of entropy algorithm, fApEn
or fSampEn, and type of frequency filtering, band-pass or high-
pass). Global associations were examined using Pearson’s corre-
lation (SPSS version 24). Regional associations were examined
in two ways. Motion and entropy associations were assessed for
every voxel with SPM12 (version 6906), using linear regression.
Family-wise error (FWE) correction (pFWE < .05) was utilized
to correct for multiple comparisons. In addition, the relationship
between the mean entropy in the 95 brain regions and the seven
motion metrics was assessed, using Pearson’s correlation with
false discovery rate (FDR) correction (pFDR < .05). Second, the
relationship between the regional task-based entropy measures
and the composite motion metric was assessed for every voxel
(pFWE < .05). All renders were generated with the SPM plug-in
BRANT.
III. RESULTS
The whole brain entropy and motion measures for the sam-
ple are shown in Table I and Fig. 3, respectively. As ex-
pected, the fSampEn measures (which avoid self-matches) were
higher than the fApEn measures. And as predicted, band-pass
filtering decreased the entropy value relative to high-pass filter-
ing by increasing the autocorrelation of the fMRI time-series.
Participants’ mean displacement was greatest in the z-direction,
and smallest in the y-direction. Participants’ mean rotation was
greatest in the ϕ-direction and smallest in the ψ-direction. Pair-
wise comparisons show that each whole brain entropy and mo-
tion measure was significantly correlated with itself across the
three scans (p < .001). The Pearson’s correlation coefficient R
ranged from .319 to .673 for the entropy measures, and from
.691 to .933 for the motion measures.
A. Resting-State Analysis
Table II shows that all motion metrics, apart from mean x-
displacement, were negatively correlated with the four measures
of resting-state global entropy (p < .05), i.e., an increase in
motion was correlated with a decrease in entropy.
The voxel-wise SPM correlation between the entropy maps
and the movement estimates is shown in Fig. 4. The results for
each movement dimension and the composite metric, for the two
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Fig. 3. Histograms of the six mean motion measures (x, y, and z displacement, and ϕ, θ and ψ rotation) for the three scans.
Fig. 4. Motion was significantly associated with resting-state entropy, for all entropy and motion measures. Positive associations are shown in red,
negative associations in blue.
methods of frequency filtering and the two methods of entropy
calculation were calculated. On each occasion there was a neg-
ative correlation between movement and entropy at a number
of locations. On a number of occasions, a positive correlation
was seen at the brainstem, right olfactory cortex, right thalamus,
and cerebellar vermis. Regarding sensitivity, band-pass filtering
and the fApEn algorithm produced less extensive significant
associations between movement and entropy than high-pass fil-
tering and fSampEn. As expected, the individual movement
dimensions produced different patterns of significance, with the
rotation parameters producing more significant locations than
the displacement parameters. However, certain areas show a
negative association with all movement dimensions. Visually, it
appears that entropy in the right cerebellum and left precentral
gyrus is consistently associated with motion. Additionally per-
forming nuisance regression of white matter/cerebrospinal fluid
signals and correcting for age and sex did not significantly
change these results. Furthermore, repeating the analyses with
r = 0.2 and r = 0.3 again revealed a robust association in the
above identified regions, and similar associations as seen be-
fore. Of note, however, for fApEn combined with the high-pass
filter, significantly less widespread associations were seen for
r = 0.2.
Further investigating the association between regional en-
tropy and motion, we examined the correlation between the
mean entropy in each of the 95 AAL atlas derived brain re-
gions and the six movement components. As with the voxel-
wise SPM findings, different dimensions of motion show
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TABLE II
PEARSON’S CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MEAN BRAIN RESTING-STATE
ENTROPY AND MOTION MEASURES
The mean movement components (x, y , z , φ, θ and ϕ) were log-transformed prior
to statistical analysis. fApEn, fuzzy approximate entropy; fSampEn, fuzzy sample
entropy; hpf, high-pass filter; bpf, band-pass filter.
Fig. 5. Significant negative correlations between resting-state entropy
and motion, common to all motion components.
Fig. 6. Significant correlations between task-based entropy (“Fearful”
and “Reward”) and the composite motion metric. Red indicates positive
associations, blue negative associations.
different patterns of associations. However, the results again
indicate that a number of locations consistently show a nega-
tive association between entropy and motion, regardless of the
movement component tested. The significant brain areas com-
mon to all movement components (x, y, z, ϕ, θ and ψ) are shown
in Fig. 5.
For all four methods of calculating entropy, the right cerebel-
lar crus and opercular part of the left inferior frontal gyrus are
negatively associated with all movement components. For three
of the four methods, the left postcentral gyrus and left precentral
gyrus are negatively associated with all movement components.
B. Task-Based Analysis
As an additional analysis, we investigated the relationship
between the composite motion metric and task-based entropy.
Fig. 6 shows the significant brain regions for Fearful and Re-
ward. Compared to resting-state, less widespread associations
are seen for both task-based analyses. Furthermore, the found
regions again include the right cerebellar crus, opercular part
of the left inferior frontal gyrus, left postcentral gyrus, and left
precentral gyrus.
IV. DISCUSSION
Head motion during acquisition is associated with measures
of brain entropy after the application of standard motion correc-
tion techniques. Different dimensions of motion show different
patterns of associations in the entropy brain maps, which could
predominantly be described as artefact. However, a consider-
able amount of overlap could be identified, across scans and
motion/entropy metrics. A consistent negative association be-
tween entropy and motion was found in the right cerebellar
crus and left precentral gyrus (primary motor cortex), two re-
gions associated with movement. Other regions identified are
the opercular part of the left inferior frontal gyrus and the left
postcentral gyrus (primary somatosensory cortex). The primary
somatosensory cortex is involved in proprioception, which plays
a role in motor control [35], [36]. As the commonality between
the motion measures is an (in)ability to stay still in the scan-
ner, lower entropy in these regions may indicate reduced motor
control, rather than motion artefacts.
Previous studies show both positive and negative associa-
tions between head motion and BOLD signals [37], [38], brain
structure [39], and various other derivative brain measures [22],
[40], [41]. Furthermore, the directions of these associations
are location-dependent. These non-uniform relationships can be
partially explained by the unequal distribution of motion across
voxels in the brain [37], [38], with the largest movement found
in the prefrontal cortex. Although not further explored here, this
spatial heterogeneity of the head motion may be a confounding
factor of the reported spatial distribution of the entropy-motion
association. It has also been suggested that associations between
BOLD and motion which withstood stringent motion correction
(observed in the motor and motor-sensitive visual areas) may
reflect motion-related neural activity [38]. We similarly show
non-uniform positive and negative associations between motion
and entropy. In addition, entropy/complexity in specific brain
regions may be associated with motor processes and function.
We show less widespread associations between motion and
entropy for the task-based analyses than for resting-state. Rel-
ative to rest, participants exhibit more head motion when per-
forming a motor-task [42], but less during cognitive tasks [43].
Here, both fMRI tasks require motor-responses and some degree
of cognitive involvement.
These results indicate that it is prudent to consider the influ-
ence of head motion on entropy, and draw into question previous
results that have demonstrated associations between an external
measure, such as disease state, and entropy in a resting-state
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fMRI context. For example, individuals with Alzheimer’s dis-
ease and mild cognitive impairment show increased head motion
in the scanner relative to controls [44]. Overlooking the possible
influence of motion may lead to observing movement artefacts,
rather than mechanisms underlying disease processes. It should
be examined whether the covariates of interest (or groups com-
pared) are associated with motion. If an association is found,
false positive findings could occur. If no association is found,
motion could be considered a confounder. The significance of
any found association between the covariate of interest and en-
tropy is then possibly an underestimate due to the variance added
by motion.
One approach to correcting for head motion is to include
the six global measures of motion as covariates in the statisti-
cal models. However, due to the reduction in degrees of free-
dom, a large amount of data would be needed. Furthermore,
if entropy in certain regions is indeed associated with motor
control, a too stringent motion correction could result in false
negative findings. Adjusting for some summary variable may
provide a practical solution, although the merits of different
summary variables are unclear. An alternative approach would
be to examine the variance in the variable of interest that is not
associated with movement. This could be done by regressing
out the motion component from the covariate of interest prior
to investigating the association with entropy. Additional mo-
tion correction steps, such as spike regression, scrubbing, and
a higher-parameter confound regression model [37], could also
be employed.
When movement is a concern, band-pass filtering might be
preferred over high-pass filtering, and fApEn over fSampEn.
Band-pass filtering reduced the influence of motion relative to
high-pass filtering. Band-pass filtering removed the high fre-
quencies from the fMRI time-series (>0.1 Hz), which contain
movement-related noise [37], in addition to the low frequencies
(<0.008 Hz). Furthermore, low-pass filtering (or smoothing in
the time domain) decreases measures of entropy by increasing
the self-similarity of the fMRI time-series. Moreover, the fSam-
pEn algorithm, which avoids self-matches and has greater dy-
namic range than fApEn, showed increased sensitivity to motion
than fApEn. However, this poses a trade-off between sensitivity
and specificity, with reports suggesting that there is valuable
information in the frequencies above 0.1 Hz [45], [46].
The main weakness of our analysis is that we are not able
to isolate a particular movement dimension independently of
the other dimensions. Our data indicate that movement between
frames is rarely limited to a single dimension. The six degrees
of freedom and the length of the fMRI time-series (190 time
points) make a classification of types of movement complex,
and the motion data difficult to meaningfully reduce. This pre-
vents us from fully characterizing the motion and the resulting
associations/artefacts. Moreover, numerous methods have been
employed to calculate brain entropy. For example, entropy can
be calculated after the fMRI scans are normalized to MNI space,
instead of before (as done here). Therefore, our work may not
generalize to different brain entropy analyses. Furthermore, in
past work, the entropy parameter values are often optimized for
the specific measure(s) under consideration. The choice of r and
m could influence the relationship between entropy and motion,
and might also change the algorithms’ relative sensitivity to mo-
tion. However, here we examined motion as a nuisance variable,
with no separate measure to optimise for. In addition, an opti-
mization procedure could lead to different r and m-values for
the four methods of calculating entropy. Any differences found
could then be attributable to the different parameter values, as
opposed to the methods employed. Finally, our analysis does
not definitively establish the direction of causality. For instance,
individuals who move more while undergoing MRI scanning
might have inherent and widespread differences in brain en-
tropy relative to individuals who move less. Although we have
not excluded this possibility, here we find that motion is consis-
tently associated with entropy in specific brain regions known
to be involved in motor function.
In summary, motion can be a concern in fMRI brain entropy
analyses. Careful consideration of pre-processing methods and
entropy algorithm, based on the groups compared or variable(s)
of interest examined, is advised. Possibly, greater complexity in
a number of brain areas, including the motor cortex, is reflective
of a neural network that is involved in motor control.
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